3 DAYS ONLINE TRAINING

NLP COMMUNICATION
EXCELLENCE

Facilitated by MCC and PCC
acredited coaches with
15,000+ and training
experience

Neuro-Linguistic Programming, better known as NLP, is a set of
tools & techniques, systems & process that can be used to create
positive change in yourself and in your Business. It allows us to
become aware of the mechanics of the mind, so that we can learn
how to control our thoughts and emotions. With this new conscious
awareness, we learn all the tools & techniques for re-programming
our subconscious mind to achieve greater Success and Happiness
in all areas of our life & business. In this workshop, we focus
specifically on the successful application of NLP skills into
developing your Leadership, Communication & Influence.

Benefits of this training program
1. Improved Leadership & Influence
NLP helps us develop all areas of our Leadership, including better Communication, Conflict
prevention & resolution, Influence, Problem Solving, Strategic Thinking, Decision Making, increase
EQ, Goal Setting and much more. You’ll be able to develop all those soft-skills which are critical for
great Leadership.
2. Coaching Structure & Process
As you discover all the tools & techniques of NLP, you’ll also learn & apply simple & effective
Coaching methodologies, systems & processes, making your Coaching & Leadership efficient,
productive & replicable with your colleagues & clients. Great Coaching skills make you a great
Leader.
3. Professionally Accredited
This NLP Leadership Certification Training is internationally recognised by the ABNLP, the World’s
largest NLP authority. Each module is carefully facilitated to ensure you learn the theory,
demonstration, case study, practice & role play, and finishing with debrief plus Q&A. This ensures
the deepest learning & application of all the NLP tools & techniques.
4. Advanced Leadership Tools
A ‘toolbox’ full of Leadership & Coaching tools, techniques,
templates, systems, & processes that allow you to create change
in your teams & clients. As we Coach & Lead others
successfully, we are also developing our own skills & abilities to a
deeper level.
5. Grow Your Career or Business
Whether you’re a Business Owner, Leader or Executive, these
NLP tools are guaranteed to improve your chances of promotion,
or will directly & positively affect your Business Growth, through
greater Sales, Influence & world-class Leadership.
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Who Should Attend?
CEO, Business Owner, Senior Executive, Human Resource Director/Manager, L&D, Training
Manager
As corporate leaders, this unique set of tools, techniques, skills and competencies will create a new
Coaching Culture within the organisation, which will encourages an international mindset.
Director, Leader, Manager, Head of Department, Supervisor
As we climb the corporate ladder, Coaching skills become an integral part of our success. Applying
these coaching tools daily into your Life & Work will accelerate your Success, Results & promotions!!
Leaders who want to be a Professional Coach
Take your first step towards a career as an Executive Coach, Business Coach or Career Coach.
These practical Coaching fundamentals will give you real experience to begin your dream job.

Training Overview
The NLP Leadership Certification program is uniquely designed for you to increase your Leadership
capacity in today’s dynamic Business environment. As an existing Leader, Executive Coach or
someone aspiring to climb the corporate ladder, you will develop your Leadership skills using NLP &
Coaching techniques. Our focus is on creating RESULTS, and to do this, the training strictly follows
the ABNLP Guidelines. Each module is delivered through theory, demonstration, hands-on practice,
de-brief and Q&A. This ensures that the new Leadership skills become an integral part of your
Leadership journey, for both new or experienced Leaders.

Pre-study reading (approx 4hrs)
You will join the LIVE Virtual Workshop,
via secure ZOOM link
During the training, you will go into Virtual
Breakout rooms, to practice the tools
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Training Agenda
Day 1 – Mechanics of Thinking, Emotion &
Behaviour
• Awareness = Transformation = Growth
• History of NLP
• Using Modelling to
accelerate Success in every area of Life &
Business
• NLP Model of Communication
• Ultimate Goal
Setting
• Tapping into the power of your Subconscious
Mind
• Deepening awareness with Sensory Acuity
• Develop trust & respect using Rapport
• Influence anyone with Pacing & Leading

Day 3 – Ultimate Influence & Persuasion
• Induce Trance with Hypnotic Language
Patterns & Milton Model by Milton Ericsson
• Precise Language Patterns & Meta Model by
Virginia Satir
• Upgrading Your Software with Incantation
• Advanced Story Telling & Presentations with
Metaphors
• How to DO Positive Thinking, for Self &
Others, with Reframing

Day 2 – Own Your Power
• Prevent & resolve conflict with Agreement
Frame
• Enhancing mental flexibility & freedom with
Perceptual Position
• Reclaiming Your Power & Responsibility
using Cause & Effect
• Installing Empowering Beliefs with
Presuppositions of NLP
• Conscious use of Language with Chunking &
Advanced Linguistic Patterns
• GROWTH Success Formula
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Luke Salway
CEO, Master Facilitator & International
Business Coach
Luke is the CEO & Founder of Coachology, a training &
coaching company providing International Corporate
Training & Personal Development Certifications throughout
South-East Asia. Business Coach, Motivational Speaker,
NLP Trainer, Master Coach and Leadership Development
Facilitator, Luke is passionate about helping companies and
individuals unleash their full potential, to achieve Success &
Happiness.
Having studied and taught various forms of Personal Development for over 20 years, in Australia,
USA & throughout Asia, and having Asia as his base for living & working the last 15 years, Luke has
the necessary experience and tools to help companies working in Asia reach new levels of Success.
A career in Manufacturing for 10 years enabled Luke to develop keen problem solving skills and
processes for improving efficiencies at many levels. He followed this with hotel management for a
further 10 years, giving Luke an intense personal interest in the art of communication, maximising
individuals potentials, and bringing teams together to form effective Leadership competencies. As a
General Manager of a 5 star boutique resort, Luke’s inter-personal skills, communication mastery,
and proven Leadership, give a solid foundation to help individuals and companies overcome
challenges, and support them in achieving their goals.
Luke’s passion is helping companies achieve Strategic Alignment, Leadership Development & Sales
Results. A warm personality, deep understanding of human nature and the technical resources of
NLP & ICF Coaching, Luke is the perfect choice for supporting your teams growth and development.
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